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AcroLexic is an acronym management and definition software, designed for users, who need to have easy access to their
own custom acronyms and definitions. Like the default software of AcroLexic, the AcroLexic dictionary contains more than
250,000 dictionary entries. Furthermore, it has a full-featured Search Feature. It loads automatically when you start any

software you use. The terms are searched according to their acronyms. AcroLexic is the acronym management and
definition software. It collects and maintains all the your own custom acronyms into one database, you can access them

from any software you use. Acrolexic dictionary is now bilingual! AcroLexic also has other helpful features such as
Definition Window, Export and Import Functions. The AcroLexic dictionary is constantly updated with new dictionary
entries. The AcroLexic dictionary will be displayed in the right side of the AcroLexic window. You can load and store

AcroLexic dictionary into any language. AcroLexic dictionary includes more than 250,000 dictionary entries. It is in PST
format (North American English). You can also export the AcroLexic dictionary file as RTF (.rtf) or CSV (.csv) format. Now

AcroLexic is a bilingual dictionary. You can use AcroLexic dictionary from English to French or vice versa. For more
information, please go to Keywords: acro lexic dictionary Publisher's Description A dictionary of acronyms and

abbreviations. Currently it contains more than 70,000 terms with more than 150,000 definitions. AcroLexic relieves users
from the stress and pain of searching through countless pages of dictionaries every time they come across an unknown

abbreviation. It will relieve you from the pain and stress of tediously searching through countless pages of dictionaries each
time you come across an unknown abbreviation. AcroLexic allows you to find acronyms' meaning fast and effectively. An

incremental search starts by sorting out the database as soon as you type-in the first characters of the acronym (when you
type the first letters all records starting with that string entered are displayed in the top of the list). Quick search option

allows you to find the definition of the selected acronym. You can select the acronym in any other software and press the
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AcroLexic is a dictionary which contains more than 70,000 terms. It works with both Latin, and phonetic alphabets. The
database contains many English, Spanish, French and other languages definitions of acronyms. AcroLexic's built-in special

characters, along with some characters like accents, ligatures and some special symbols are supported. Acrolexic is a
freeware and it is available for a free download at Currently it is listed as download version 4.1 in popular freeware

download sites like www.freewarecorner.com. AcroLexic is listed as a free dictionary for Windows. It can be used on all
Windows platforms. It also supports Multilingual. Mac OS X Notes: I have tested this utility on Mac OS X 10.2 and 10.3

operating systems. It works fine on these versions. Features: - It is an acronym dictionary which contains more than 70,000
terms. - It works with both Latin, and phonetic alphabets. - It supports special characters like accents, ligatures and some
special symbols. - It has many English, Spanish, French, German, Italian and other languages' definitions of acronyms. - It
can display the acronym's names in the 'top-of-the-list' window. - It is an efficient acronym dictionary which allow the user
to look at the definition of an acronym on one screen. - It allows the user to define new acronyms. - AcroLexic allows the

user to store the custom acronyms and their definitions into a file with.acro extension. - Acrolexic allows the user to export
their custom acronyms and their definitions into the file with.acro extension. - Acrolexic allows the user to import custom

acronyms and their definitions from an exported file with.acro extension. - Acrolexic allows the user to export their custom
acronyms and their definitions into a file with.acro extension. - Acrolexic allows the user to import their custom acronyms

and their definitions from an exported file with.acro extension. - Acrolexic allows the user to save the customized
parameters at the Settings window. - Acrolexic's built-in special characters, along with some characters like accents,

ligatures and some special b7e8fdf5c8
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AcroLexic is an acronym database. It is a dictionary for acronyms, with an alphabetical by part of speech index. It collects
all significant acronyms and words from all domains: medicine, technology, science, aviation, fashion, etc. All acronyms
and words are annotated with definitions in either a common or a US English format (depending on the selected language).
The definitions are part of the synonyms. Included in the database: All acronyms and all part of speech (noun, verb,
adjective, pronoun, adverb, adverbial, preposition, conjunction, interjection,...etc) All related abbreviations and "non-
standard" acronyms (LSO, CVC,...etc) Name of the person, person's family, etc who created the acronyms and words, as
well as a short biography for each of them Each acronym and its/their part of speech Definition of the acronym Frequently
used definitions, with the most important ones shown first. Keywords: Acronym names Acronym/word meaning Dictionary
used: Synonyms dictionary Public domain. No rights reserved. All credit to the original creation. Enjoy and please tell me
about your experience! Your feedback is much appreciated! As you can see, Xboard Text Entry includes a bunch of handy
features that make it the ideal text-entry software. This is an alpha-release, some features might not work yet but it's
mostly complete. The main issues are: - Skins are not yet implemented. I'm reusing some user-defined skins from Xboard.
There are enough new skins to fill up the rest of the skins section in the preferences. - A help window opens when you
press CTRL+H. - Mouse wheel scrolling does not work for customize-able parts of the interface (such as the title, favs and
song list). - The Edit menu in the preferences can't be renamed. - The right-click menu in the preferences doesn't work. -
Xboard doesn't support links yet. - The F5 function is not yet implemented. - Some of the search terms might not work yet.
Some tutorials will help you to use the other features of Xboard Text Entry. You might also need some internet research to
find skins. Xcode 4 allows you to organize functions and data structures as categories, groups

What's New in the?

Acrolexic is a free Acronym dictionary and acronyms search tool. Acrolexic is an extremely powerful acronym and
abbreviation (acronym) search tool which provides you with the meaning of an acronym, the definition, example sentences,
and synonyms with the click of a button. AcroLexic can be used to look up acronyms without having to type the acronym in
the software. Acronyms are searched as-is with no extra punctuation required. Achieve more tasks faster: • Identify new
acronyms fast by typing in the first letters of the acronym you want to define • View the meaning of new acronyms as they
are being typed • Search for acronyms in the entire Acrolexic database • Obtain the definition of the acronym you typed
and display it in the definition window • Look up words and phrases, acronyms and nouns using the advanced search
features • Create custom lists of acronyms, nouns and abbreviations to save for later use • Export and import lists and
definitions to text files to share • Drag and Drop definitions to change definitions at any time • Share your lists and
definitions on your network if you want to • View all definitions of an acronym in alphabetical order • Quick search with free
text searching • Toggle the definition window open or closed using the keyboard shortcuts • Group definitions for easy
browsing • Show or hide definitions in the definition window • Import the dictionary of the Acrolexic database into the
software • Import definitions from text files • AcroLexic can search other software for acronyms and definitions • Export
any file from any software to AcroLexic for easy import into other software • Show the number of acronyms in AcroLexic •
Show the number of acronyms and definitions in the AcroLexic dictionary • Use the keyboard shortcuts to jump to the
definition of an acronym • Use the keyboard shortcuts to search for the definition of an acronym • Cancel definition search
using the F9 or F10 keys • Use the up and down keys to move through the definition list • Drag the definition to a new
position in the list • Escape or cancel definition search using the Esc or Esc+Shift+Del keys • Dictate definitions to
AcroLexic • Use the next and previous keys to move through the definition list • Choose an acronym to define
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----------------- Storyline/Highlights: It’s your favorite show back… for your desktop? World's Best Video Game Podcast returns
for its 17th season, and this time we’re bringin’ back the classic shows like "World's Best" and "Game Time" on BattleNet!
This season is sure to be filled with hilarious comedy, epic story lines, and behind the scenes of Blizzard’s famous games
and franchises. Get a first look at our new logo in the banner, and be sure to
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